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Ames Research Center, P A, Moffett Field, Cnlif". 144055
Abstract. A heated-aler"ent, skin-friction gage
employing a very low thermal conductivity support is
described. It is shown that the affective dimension
of the gage in the stream direction is only 0.06 mm,
including the effects of heat conduction in the sun-
porting material. Because of its small size, the
calibration of the gage is independent of the kind
of boundary-laver flow - whether laminar or turbu-
lent - and is insensitive to pressure gradients.
Further, construction tolerances can be naintained
so that a single universal calibration can be
applied. Finally, multiple gages, suffY ciently
closely spaced so as to interfere with each other,
are shown to provide accurate determinations of the
locations of the points of boundary-layer separa-
ticn end reattachment.
SYG;BODS
of	 local skin-friction coefficient,	
Tw,
dimensionless	 (1/2)peup
D	 diameter of cylinder, m
h	 amplitude of surface waviness, iron
i	 current, A
M	 Mach number, dimensionless
No	 Nusselt number, dimensionless
Pr	 Prandtl number of fluid, dimensionless
p	 static pressure, H/m2
R	 resistance of heater element, S2
Re	 Reynolds number, dimensionless
Sz	 length of separated region, m
U.	 velocity of fluid, m/s
W	 width of heated element, perpendicular to
streamwise direction, m
AT	 temperature rise of heated element above
upstream surface temperature, pC
Ax	 length of heated element in streamwise
direction, m
so	 boundary-layer thickness upstream of
disturbance, m
B	 angle from stagnation point, deg
V	 fluid viscosity, Ns/m2
P	 fluid density, kg/m3
To 	surface shear or skin-friction stress, 1!/m2
"Senior Staff Scientist,
+Research Scientist.
ttpostdoctoral Research Associate.
Subscripts
D	 based on diameter
e	 at boundary-laver edge
ef€	 effective, refers to length of l^cabter
element
FP	 corresponding to a slat plate
t	 total condition in a flew field
V	 wall condition
w free-stream condition
INTRODNCTION
Recent developments in cer.,puter technology
and numerical tecnnienes have advanced the field of
eomrutati- ,al fluid nechanies to such an extent
that it can be projected that suppleeeental ccamuta-
tions will permit major reductions in the amount of
wind--tunnel testing required for future aircraft
development (1). Problems in aeronautics that were
intractable by mathematical analysis are currently
being solved routinely through numerical computa-
tions. Involved in these computations are such
features as three dimensions, complex configura-
tions, large pressure gradients along and normal to
body surfaces, and even extensive regions of sepa-
ration where there are strong interactions between
the viscous and inviscid portions of the flow.
The main thrust of the computations has been
in ltuainar flow problems because the physics and
governing mathematical descriptions of such flows
are well understood. For turbulent flows, however,
even the beat of computers cannot be expected to
resolve the turbulence to the scales of the smal-
lest significant eddies where the basic equations,
based on molecular processes, still apply, Approx-
imations to the turbulence mechanisms, or "turbu-
lance modeling" (2), must be introduced to permit
low spatial resolution computations consistent with
computer capabilities. Historically, turbulence
models evolved from well-controlled fluid mechani-
cal experiments, and the need for such experiments,
extended to the complexities of the flow fields
mentioned above, is as critical as ever. Moreover;
as the turbulence models become more sophisticated,
they require increasingly complex measurements in
the experiments.
Improved turbulence models and continued Dreg-
ress in computational fluid mechanics at realistic
aerodynamic Reynolds numbers will be paced by a
broad range of fluid mechanical experiments. The
experiments will include detailed probing of the
mean and fluctuating flow-field quantities, closely
'i !	 1i
eI
sraced measurements of the surfnc+- ukin friction,
and determinutiun el" the vositionc of polntu of flow
ueparation and reattutl.aent, when theue letter
phenwulnla cocoa-, it is these surface measurements
that are the subject- of this paper.
The methods avuilatula for measuring; local skin
s'r:.-lion at u surface include the fnllewinr^t 00a
momentruc balance obtained from velocity and tempera-
ture profile measurements at two stations cepoarated
by a short distance; (b) extrapolation of mean
velocity measurements very near the surface to pro-
vide era accurate valocity lerivative at the wall;
(c) a sarface pitot tulle; (d) hot-wire measurements
of local turbulent shear stress extrapolated toward
the wall; (e) a floating element of surface mounted
on a balance; and (f) a heat-trunsfer surface
element.
e9athod (a) is well suited to flows over flat
plates; for flows with large pressure gradients
along the surface, however, the inertia forces in
the boundary layer so dorcinate the friction forces
that small experimental errors in the velocity and
temperature profiles cause large errors in the a=-
face skin friction evaluated by this method.
Methods (b) avid (c) were shown by Bradshaw and
Gregory (3) to contain inherent problems of calibra-
tion, even in flows with rather gentle pressure
gradients. In particular, the methods showed
inherent differences when used with laminar or tur-
bulent boundary layers, and these differences would
be aggravated in high Reynolds number tests with
small scale models such as those usually used in
fluid mechanics. The differences make methods (b)
and (c) less general and, in addition, complicate
the probe calibration process. These probes are
usually calibrated in ducts, where the pressure
gradients and the skin friction are intimately
related through the effective duct diameter. Appli-
cation of the probes to other conditions, e.g.,
adverse pressure gradients or very large Reynolds
numbers, requires reliance ova aii assumed universal
character of turbulent boundary layers well outside
the viscous sublayers, a questionable procedure.
Finally, intrusive probes generally are not suit-
able in fields of transonic flow or flows near sep-
aration because such flows are particularly sensi-
tive to small disturbances. Crossed hot wires,
which have been employed in method (d), are suffi-
ciently long to encompass significant portions of a
boundary-layer height at high Reynolds number. The
measurements of shear stress are then not truly
local in distance from the surface and contain sig-
nificant errors caused by rapid changes in turbu-
lence that occur over the length of the wire near a
surface. Extrapolation of these data to the sur-
face, especially in regions of pressure gradients
where the total shear varies rapidly with distance
from the surface (4), cannot be accurate.
Of the surface measurements, method (e), the
floating element balance, measures the skin-friction
force directly and is preferred whenever it can be
employed. When small scale models are used, the
size of the floating elen:nt, over which an average
skin friction is measured, and the bulk o£ the
instrument that must be contained within the model
become serious drawbacks. The precision of their
ronu truction nncheu the bal	 •rA1lr •,s t,
preclude the ese of wm ny
	
e-^% vithin B^rE°a
scale mulls, nurealally whwn .t nsE9 rot Nr•.o 9u
given to their rAelicnte rsafiire rio.i nv­ fT,r rNrc"Ld
repair. Finally, rend parhars n-^ t inr °,V°r, •vet , th..
floating element care is' sensitive ks ', c4r°m w.-
preonure gradient tluat al ts as n e . es r.n a "'na	 9v.
the rap around thnr rloatlnr e1,C,Nnt urn lLhu • "rnr
porting, bewns within the a•aw,e in a manner irb alNstin-
gulshable frcl ,i the skin-frictior drri, •, a, ,^^r ^w. To
some designs in which the gap vidtho rary wit% tV.e
load on the element, the	 r r due t o rrd7lra-,•z
gradients cannot even le estivelted.
A skin-friction cape,	 4he L,re-
transfer method - method (f) - f',;%	 "ray.- n
of these shortcemincts Sue conceived nrir mall°.r b9r,.,.
H. Ludwieg (5). "foie tarineiple onderiving this eact,
illustrated in figure 1, requires the surface-
heated element to have a dimension in the strew,-
wise direction, Gx, that is well compared to th~
boundary-layer thickness. Then the heat tran •a-
ferred from the Heated element, insulated from the
surface material, forms a thermal boundary layer
that lies within the viscous sublayer immediately
adjacent to the surface. Here the transport proc-
esses are molecular and known, even when the bound-
ary layer 1s turbulent and contains buffer and
fully turbulent layers. Since the flow-field
velocities which convect the beat in the viscous
sublayer are predominantly proportional to the
local wall shear, the rate of heat lest from the
heated element becomes a measure of this wall shear
(see, e.g., ref. 5). Surface pressure gradients
also affect the velocity distribution here, but
these effects are shown to be small in a properly
designed gage.
The original Ludwieg gage was made of an
electrically heated 2x94-man block of copper. The
2x9-man face was cemented to a circular disk of cel-
luloid, 0.1 mum thick, that acted as a low thermally
conductive support. The diaphragm was mounted
flush with the surface of the model over a hole
that housed the canner block and was oriented so
that the 2-nun dimension was in the direction of the
air flow. A vent equilibrated the pressure across
the diaphragm. The gage was mounted in a flat
plate model and was calibrated against boundary-
layer surveys,method (a). The results possessed
the character erected from iudwieg's theoretical
calculations, except the data were shifted in a
meaner to suggest significant conduction losses in
the heater leads or thermocouple wires detecting
the block temperatures. When calibrated, the gage
was then used to measure the skin friction on the
flat plate, but with nonzero pressure gradients
imposed (6). It was assumed in reference 6 that
the pressure gradients did not affect the gage cal-
ibration, and the consistency of the results tended
to support this assumption. A drawback in using
this gage in other applications is its size, not
necessarily of the heater block, but of the support-
ing disk. Another drawback is the complexity of
its design which is difficult to miniaturize. On
models with pressure gradients, differential pres-
sure loads on the thin supporting disk can also
pose a problem.
1
Yitcrpann and Skinner (7) aimpliried the design
at the gage while utilizing its buau't idea
	 They
merely bivied a 12,7- qm-diameter platinum" wire in a
groove in the ourface of an abouita (bekelitu)
plate, with the axis of the wire mounted normal to
the strewn directicr. The wire was heated alectri-
cally; the power supplied and the wire temperature
ware deducad from current said resistance measuro-
ments. The wire gage was calibrated with a hot-
wire flow-field probe, method (b), on a f.at plate
model and, significantly, it was Pound that an
Identical calibration resulted whe,u the flow in the
boundary layer over the wire wa,, either lasivar or
turbulent. Otte divadvaentage, sited by the authors,
was the effect of the direct thermal contact of
the wire with its substrate. The conduction in the
substrate appeared to have broadened the effective
diameter of the wire to 5 mm from the actual wire
diameter of 12.7 Pm (see fig. 2). An ideal gage
would produce a stepwise discontinuous surface tem-
perature, whereas the Liepmann-Skinner gage appar-
ently produced a long gradual temperature rise in
the ebonite far ahead of the gage.
Later, the basic idea of the heated element
gage was used by Bellhouse and Schultz in a series
of experiments. (see, e.g., refs. 8 and 9). The
gage design they asnnloyed was a platinum film baked
into the surface of a Pyrex glass substrate. Such
a gage has the advantage of producing a rather
smooth surface. Gages based on this design were
made and tested an cylinders, the axes of which
were normal to the stream, and on small movable
probes that could be calibrated in channels and
then mounted within specific models. One disquiet-
ing finding was the fact that the gage results dif-
fered when the boundary layer measured was laminar
and when it was turbulent; this suggested more
extensive conduction effects than even with the
Liepmann-Skinner design.
The objective of the current investigation was
to develop a gage design appropriate for use with a
small-scale airfoil model in a high Reynolds number,
transonic flow t•7 investigate the mechanisms of
shock-induced turbulent boundary-layer separation.
The measurement of local skin friction at closely
spaced stations is a key element of this investiga-
tion. At Reynolds numbers of 30x10 6
 , based on
30.48-cm chord length, most of the methods described
previously would not apply. The possible methods
were reduced to the heated-element skin-friction
gage; the designs of either Liepmann and Skinner or
Bellhouse and Schultz were favored because of their
simplicity. We were concerned, however, about the
apparent large conduction effect in the plastic sub-
strate of the Liepmann and Skinner gage and about
how this effect would be even larger on a glass sub-
strate, assuming the Bellhouse-Schultz design was
chosen. Liepmann and Skinner did not give the
length of the wire they used in their gage no that
their computation for Axe ff, could not be checked.
The authors had reservations regarding the estimated
magnitude of the conduction effect because it did
not seem reasonable that conduction in a plastic
substrate would alter the effective heated element
width by a factor of 5 me/12.7 pm or 400, and that
if such a large effective width had resulted, that
the laminar and turbulent boundary-layer data would
have ih nsu tell from each other, i't larf fy theca
points, a progrsus was adoxaied t°u sae s nl $sn the
following:
1. Oonotruct a heateaS wire gavie base^l on either
the Liepmann-Skinner or nnluhTinst- Mitt:: alaei rxvua.
2. Determine if the' itirt a•un be re-proauceu
through tight construction tolerances to rt^rca U,'
need for calibrating each cage.
3. 'lest the gages in la;rinur and turbuleni
boundary Sayere.
4. Test the gage with presoura gaud insets.
5. Test a oequence of closely sra,ed 	 t,
learn if' the interaction between the ateyes can be
used to detect the locat"tn rV boundaryr-lrg yrHr :inra-
ra
t
ion unambiguously.
HEATED-ELEMENT SKIN-FRIMON rAGE DEST01S1 CRITERIA
An early design consideration for a heated
wire or film gage is the choice of the substrate
material acting us the wire or film support. To
keep the effective streasiswise dimension short, the
material should possess the lowest possible thermal
conductivity so that the surface temperature in the
vicinity of the heated element approaches the ideal
(see fig. 2). Pyrex glass, used by Bellhouse and
Schultz, has a conductivity of about 0.011 W/cm2
('C/cm), whereas the ebonite used by Liepmann and
Skinner has a value of approximately 0.0078 W/crs2
("C/cm). The material used here was styrene
copolyscer with a conductivity of k = 0.0015 BV/em2
(°b/em). One difficulty with the use of low-
conductivity plastic, however, is its low melting
temperature which eliminates the possibility of
building the gage by painting the surface element
with a platinum salt and firing it into a metallic
film, as was done by Bellhouse and Schultz. 'The
authors tried to vapor plate or to sputter metallic
films onto the plastic substrate, but met with lit-
tle success when the strearwise dissension across
the film was kept to the order of 0.2 ems or less.
Despite considerable care in plating these films,
a large fraction contained, or soon developed,
open circuits when the films were this narrow. To
avoid these difficulties and still retain a narrow
gage, the Liepmann-Skinner approach was adopted,
but with platinum-rhodium wire, 0.0025 am in
diameter, as the heater element.
A second design consideration was the allow-
able waviness or surface "roughness" that could be
introduced by the heater element. burying the wire
in a groove was found to be difficult because the
milled grooves, nominally 0.0025 cm deer, proved to
have varying depths, up to a factor of 2, so that
there was no assurance that any one wire was lrn.^ied
to the same depth along its length or '_hat differ-
ant wires were exactly at the sure depth. It was
decided to lay the wires on top of the plastic
surface between two previously mounted leads that
came up from the inside of the plastic. A thin
layer of epoxy (< 25 um) was cast between adjacent
wires, and the entire surface was handworked to
yield a surface such as that indicated in the
sketch in figure 3. The allowable waviness, indi-
cated in the sketch with an h, was established by
requiring that
h,Tsa 5
.. 
	 (1)
V
OALIBRATION rc)V THE rAo.' m A 1110190LPII,
B'a°VIDARY LVE:h
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i.e., keeping h lesu than the viscous sublayer
thickness. For example, at a Reynolds number of
16i 106 on a model 7.5 cm from the leading edge, the
value of h satisfying eq. (1) is gun. The
wavincoa of surfaces actually fabricated wen round
to Is 2x 10- ' mm over two representative swaples.
Liepriann and Skinner developed the conditions
that the dimension of the hector element should
satisfy:
1 •'< NU a Prof
`I7ue lacer limit ensures that the element is suffi-
ciently large on that boundary-layer theory can be
applied over the surface of the element with an
ideal stepwise discontinuous surface temperature
distribution (see fig. 2). This condition offers
little constraint even for dimensions as small as
6x = 25 um at the high Reynolds numbers of turbulent
bounden,
 layers. The upper limit is set by the
requirement that the gage behave the some in a lam-
inar or turbulent boundary layer, this limit am
be re-expressed in a more precise form utilizing the
detailed thermal analysis of Spalding (10 and 11),
as shown in the appendix. A turbulent boundary
layer yields skin-friction results within 10°a of the
results of a laminar boundary layer if
u " 6:: < h 35	 (3)
w
for air with a Prandtl number of 0.7. This condition
is comparable to the Liepmann-Skinner condition of
eq. (2), and limits the power dissipation from the
heated element to
	
i2R < 1.1 W/m 0 0	 (L)WAT
in air.
One other factor requiring consideration is the
effect of pressure gradient along the surface on the
instrument's readings. Liepmann and Skinner first
analyzed this effect near a point of separation
where Tw - 0. Later Bellhouse and Schultz extended
these calculations to account for the local shear as
well. Their result can be rewritten in the form
T	 du1	 Ax
r
-(__F_ = 1 + 0Nu? of 2
	 ue dxe
	
(5)
FP
For turbulent boundary layers, Nu = 10 and(cf/2)F, - 0.001, which makes the factor ahead of
6::/ue ((Iue /dx) in eq. (5) equal to about 2. For
example, if u = ex, as on a blunt forebody, the
term accounting for the boundary-layer acceleration
is equal to 2(6x/x). Thus, gages with effective
widths, Ax, that are small compared to the length of
run, can be expected to be relatively insensitive to
boundary-layer accelerations. This requirement
further supports the need for a low conductivity
substrate.
A plug containin g fnur gages, constructed as
indicated in figure 3, was made to test the rerrr-
ducibility of the constructinn technique, It rrt-
vide a multiple set 01, alinrut 1 -,n Lpceiruns, arod
to permit invcsti gaM n;, tha intaruction betww;er,
wire gages that are closely spaneii. The dlotanec
between the gage© in the flow dlreution is 0.3* rn
in the test plug. The plug was mounted as shown in
figure Y, in the wall of a vir"I tunnel alonruid p vu
floating element gape, used us a calibration etue,-
dard. The floating element gage wus rulibratu •1 by
attaching known weights to the balance element;
because the pressure was uniform on tht gunnel troll
in the region of the balances, accurate rerudlnej c1°
the shear forces were expected from this inetrourent.
It should be noted that the floating element Y,as a
diameter of 0.94 cm, and the contrast in strewTaiue
distance covered by the floating element and indi-
vidual wire gages is dramatic. A standard constant-
terpe—tux-e hot-wire power supply and output wnrli-
fier was attached to the wire gages. It was found
that overheat temperatures of at least 20 = C were
needed to make the heat lost from a wire nropor-
tional to its temperature rise, or i 2 R/6T a
constant. The wind tunnel was operated at stugna-
tionpressures that produce Reynolds numbers of
50x10 /m; the Mach number of the stream was main-
tained at approximately 0.7. The boundary layer on
the wind-tunnel wall was fully turbulent.
In the first series of tests, only one of the
four wires was heated at a time. The results of
the calibration of a single wire are shown in fig-
we 5. The ordinate is the power dissipated within
the wire per unit temperature rise. The abscissa
is the cube root of the product of the local wall
shear and the air density evaluated at the surface
temperature upstream of the wire. These coordi-
nates are used because the theoretical formulations
(10) of an ideal gage performance (stepwise surface
temperature discontinuity, laminar transfer much-
anisms) indicate that u straight line should result.
The choice of wall properties, pw, was suggested
originally by Liepmann and Skinner from analysis,
and demonstrated by Bellhouse and Schultz to hold
under a range of Mach numbers. To a first order,
the data lie on the straight line as would be
expected since the criterion expressed by eq. (h)
is satisfied. The calibrations ofthe other wires
on the plug agreed within -1:2 0X with the results
shown, indicating good reproducibility in the
construction technique.
A test with the four-element plug was made to
determine the interference between adjacent plugs.
This was accomplished by heating two elements to a
specified temperature simultaneously, and then
noting the change in power required to maintain the
same temperature in one of the wires when the other
was turned off. The results showed that it was the
downstream wire that was affected through the inter-
ference, indicating that it is the heat carried by
the airstream, rather than conduction in the sub-
strate, that produces the interference. This
observation is consistent with the small dxeff
noted later. When the wires were 3.2 mm apart, the
(2D
IN
4
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heat Cron the upetv,ruwd wire reduced the power loot
from the downe t rerul wire by V, a value that would
r•enrtocnte3 as a 11buY	 °; error in shear by the wire
calibrat i on. Man the wires were twice as far or
6. 4 :imi draft, the corresponding error in the shear
measurement of the do:rnatreuum wire would be 4.2%,
At ~< uepuratlen distance of 9.6 run the shear error
In the d ,wnjtrew5 wire rensur•
 count is reduced to 3°.
For akin-friction tests at shear stresses within the
culikaraticn ramie then, spacings of about 1 cm
between successively heated wires are peuded to
eliminate interference of the upstrc^:n gages on
those downstrewi in a model with a series of skin-
friction „ages. The. interference effect, however,
can to exploited in a flow separation detector
described later.
-c compare the different styles of gages, fig-
ure 6 shows the current calibration results and
td,o,se of Ludwieg anti of Bellhouse and Schultz. The
Liepmum-Skinner gage calibration is not shown
because the gage length across the flow, 1:, was not
specified in their report and thus their data could
not be replotted. It would be expected, however,
that the Liepmann-Skinner results would be between
the present results and those of Bellhouse and
Schultz. in this figure, the ordinate is divided
by the gage width, W, in order to make the slopes
of the lines depend only on the effective length of
the gage in the streomwise direction. In this coor-
dinate system, the intercept is a measure of the
quantity of heat conducted into the substrate; a
larger slope r.,eans a larger effective length of then
gage in the streaawise direction (slope - (AxC1•f=)2 3).
As expected from the design criteria discussion in
the previous section, the Bellhouse-Schultz gage
utilizing the Pyrex substrate shown the highest heat
conduction effects by having the largest intercept
and the greatest slope. The present gage has sig-
nificantly lower heat-conduction losses and the
( sx)eff found from the slope of the calibration
line turns out to be 6x10"2 rua, or only about 2.5
times the wire diameter. This finding is so differ-
cut from the one quoted by Liepmann and Skinner
(AxefflAx - 390) that their results are inexplic-
able, even when conside^ation is given to the dif-
ferences in the substrate thermal conductivities.
The Ludwieg gage results fall between the present
results and those of Bellhouse and Schultz, again as
expected from the design of the gage. It is noted
that the Bellhouse-Schultz gage violates the cri-
terion represented by eq. (4) and, indeed, the
authors report somewhat different calibrations in
laminar and turbulent boundary layers in their work.
SKIN FRICTION IN THE LAMIINA.R BOUNDARY LAYER
OF A CYLINDER
Because the calibration of the pouted-element
skin-friction gage indicated a very small .lxeff , it
would be expected that this gage would be suitable
for use on very small models and where pressure
gradients exist along the surface - see eq. (5).
Also, the gage satisfies condition (4) so that it
would also be expected to perform the same with
either laminar or turbulent flow.
In using a gage on a wind-tunnel model, calibra-
tion of the particular gage employed is generally
required. bellhouse aul `h , e1iG ateuatei th, , e ^it.
nique of huildinn • a	 caee 0. ur -,,l I i •. -•,i-
ibrated one clues and then mr y-d	 eal ° 
into a model. The present drasima 1 ,j ulcr, n
for ouch an approach. `lie auurhi.r , a tviiv+^r, w^yre
interested in learnine iC c^era • '1Y'V ccue,trnl r," 4
construction of true euve _oM *A v1 at o iBre:	 i ;.^.
_.
calibrating euacXj enpc. To test t?As i^der,, b. • 
avoid building, many capes, a pedal wan	 +B,ut
can yield well-resolved, skin-.frirsti= in--Ir .rrtiar.
with a single gage; namely, a circular e.°li r,„+dnr
with its axis placed normal to on aircts ....r:u ,ou d
able to rotate about this axis. A single° _ut rat I-
pressure tap was also placed in the r,ngel. , 'h-
test cylinder is 19 r.n in divaet,_r a d r ie of
stainless steel. 'Me gave was n,&Je %n rs :;tvw_n,,
insert to close tolerances relative to the
brated gages. For example, the sell resistance r. f
the gage is 2.61 id, which is r.rithin 2'' of the 7,13
resistance of the calibrated gages. The gar,,
mounted in place, is shown on the cylinder iu: fie-
are 7 and in greater detail in figure P.
The test with the cylinder was run in a : all,
low-speed wind tunnel at 'b = 0.3. The air is
drawn into the wind tunnel from the labcratcr 3 roc.n
so that the stagnation pressure is 1 atm ens the
temperature is 210C. ^xhe Reynolds number thus
achieved on the cylinder, based on diameter, is
1.2x10 5 which places test corditions in the suk:
-critical range prior to the onset of turbulent flow.
The rresoure distribution around the cylinder is
shown in figure 9. The pressure drons with angular
position from the stagnation paint to a ninni.,= It
about 680 , recovers some to about 82 0 , and then
levels off. The shape of the pressure distribution
suggests that the boundary layer has separated Lust
ahead of the 800
 position.
The corresponding skin-friction measurements
are shown on figure 10. The circled data points
represent the heated gage skin-frietian measure-
menta based on the calibrations nude in the turbu-
lent boundary on the wind-turmel wall (fig. 5).
The solid line represents the skin friction ialcu-
lated with a finite difference boundary-layer pro-
grom utilizing laminar transport properties (12)
and incorporating the pressure distribution of fig-
ure 9. The agreement of the laminar boundary-layer
results with the measurements, based on a previous
calibration of similar gag-s, is reinarkably good up
to an angle of a = 50 0
 from the stagnation point.
Beyond this point, the measured. points show a pro-
gressively increasing departure from the lundnar
boundary-layer theory; at 600 and 70 0 the data are
11 and 72e lower than the theoretical results,
respectively. Since the principal departure occurs
at 8 = 700 , which is a point where the loss".. pres-
sure gradient is not large (it is near a minimum in
the pressure distribution), the cause for the
behavior noted is not understood. The agreement
noted at B = 100 , where the level of shear is
about the same as at 0 = 70 0 , excludes a basic
calibration error.
SEPARATION DETECTOR
An adaptation of the skin-friction gage was
used as a flow direction indicator to identify
-	
'i
positions of separated flow. In references 73 and
14, Koei and Vidal at al. point out that separated
flow fields (local flow reversuls) often accontrany
the Interaction of a normal shock wave with a turbu-
lent boundary layer, mid that these regions can be
very thin and difficult to define using present
techniques (picot tubes, oil flows, orifice dnmm,
etc.). Belihouse and Schultz (9) used the presence
of me irregular response of at single heated r^iement
no file 1e:d4catioh of separation in lardnar flow.
'Phis technique, however, can be confused by the
presence of periodic transition to turbulence. wor
fully turbulent flows, careful harmonic nnalysie of
the dynamic signals from the gages could possibly
distingaish the presence of separation. A con-
pletely unnr.ebiguous and much simpler approach, flow-
ever, is to exploit the interaction of multiple
heated element gages when they are close together.
The experiment was conducted in the NASA-Amur
Research Center's High Reynolds Number Facility
with the test section-and flow conditions as indi-
cated in figure lla. wall static pressure tans
were spaced on a line at 25. 4 mm intervals in the
upstream portion of the test section and 50,8 amtl
intervals do°,mstream. The separation detector
ports were located on a line at seven positions
along the tube and at 45 0 around the tube from the
line of static pressure taps. To prod' rae the sepa-
ration, a normal shock wave could ue positioned at
any station inside the test section by means of a
hollow, cylindrical, shock-wave generator that was
Inserted into the exit. The separatica detector was
constructed in a manner similar ro the skin-friction
gages, but on a surface with transverse curvature to
fit the wall of the circular test section. Details
of the separation detector plug configuration are
shown in figure Ills. The manner of operation of
this detector was to heat the center detector wire
to rather high temperature. The adjacent sensor
wires were maintained at low overheat temperatures,
Just high enough to permit power loss measurements.
In this mode of operation, the sensor wire locally
downstream of the heated detector wire requires the
leaner power for a specified overheat temperature.
The results of this investigation are presented
in figures 11 and 12, Figure 11 illustrates the
response of the gage to passage of the shock wave.
The abscissa represents the position a l the detector
relative to the shock wave, with negative values
indicating that the detector is upstream a l' the
shock wave. The upper curve is the wall static
pressure of the detector location, and the remaining
curves are the bridge voltages to the upstream and
downstream (relative to the main stream) sensor
wires and their difference. The local flow reversal
associated with the passage of the shock wave over
the detector is dramatically illustrated by the
opposite response of the upstream and downstream
wires. As 'lie shock wave passes, the temperature of
the flow surrounding the wires decreases on the
downstream and increases on the upstream side of the
heater. This indicates that heated fluid is locally
being transported toward the upstream sensor wire.
The difference curve amplifies these effects mid
can be used to define both the separation (S = 0)
and reattachment (R = 55.2 on) points.
ML e1°feet oE" Pd^;vearolds nwmbee° on the leeuvf'h -f'
separated flow is slicurn on fi,g"ure 13. 1 pr"rs, tIi,
length of oeparaticn, ^ , is fizrmalizelf bar thn
undisturbed b pundary-laver thickness, F u , ,iust
upstream of the interaction, an"l is t+lott+d aL a
function of Reynolds, niTlrer lrnsel on du. A?r o , a
comparison is mn ,le with prosie pas 4nvest£rat4prtos(ref's. 19 throu gh 15) for • haex°mnl nE„o^k ',nv .3..•, rorrtu-
lent boundary-layer inter "ep h p nr"^ wF,nrry r1M e '.br-u
were ut111za1, i'he	 n+' la4xu mires "Lt rary
difficult to wn tahli,A, frr ni' . r*r;r ^i + ra- a'e'sin'ua
results. l'he rresent data w:tuivh ware tbtaine gl pv^-r
essentinll°r the Lrao7 7?nfiPa In ,i raayn v"ils number r+sear•^
indicate that the lelirth of the sernrrx^e:d "1roas
field scales Iirently with tf,e b,	 thiek-
ness ahead of the in+eract£oer. R„3 a.n th- lencth nX
separated flow is rtruch larger when measured by the
present technique. Clearly, additional data are
needed over it wider Reynolds number runge to
corroborate the trends found of the rresent
investigation; however, it doen appear that intru-
sive picot probes or thick oil fi Lms usedbe the
other investigators may sericusly disturb these
types of flow fields.
CONCL'4DEV; RE WK9
The study described has demonstrated the sese-
fulress of an individual heated-film gage in measur-
ing skin friction and, in closely spaced grouts, in
measuring, the location of separaticn and reattach-
ment without disturbing the flow. It was shourt
that a key element in making the skin-friction gage
universally applicable, i.e., inderendent of lard-
nor or turbulent flow and insensitive to pressure
gradients, is the use of a vcm leg thermal con-
ductivity mount or substrate to sunpor' a fine
heated film or wire. For scparation detection, the
use of multiple elements eliminntes the need for
complex fluctuating signal Drocessine and permits
unambiguous interpretation of the results. he
ironnar In building these acres, cf laving wires
onto the substrate, filling between with plastic,
and handworking the surface is admittedly comple:,
but was manageable because of the fine iranual
skills of the authors' technician, ^lr. Fred Lance,
as is evidenced by the reproducibility of the gages.
The styrene substrate proved to be incompatible
with vapor plating or sputtering films less than
0.03 cum wide nt thicknesses of less than 10 -4 Mill
at least with the laboratory techniquen and liriited
offort used by the authors and n o-le fairly "=xnori-
enced technicians. Plating has distinct advantaees
of achieving smooth surfaces (h , 14;; -4 nun) and uni-
formity of construction and this work in not
intended to discourage that approach. In fact,
the authors themselves have initiated contact-. with
the microelectronics inducts^3 to one i-r the skills
developed there in rlatinr circuito can be
exploited in the production of these gaien.
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NAPPI.N'b IX
Upper Limitof Gage
- (Dimension- in S_tr_en_mwise
Direction
If the eXE,act of the gage 
lie
	 streamwise
direction is w.ficiently small, it behaves the same
In either a laminar or turbulent boundary layer.
The limit of this extent can beevaluated from
Spalding's theory (refs. ID and 11) for the heat
transfer into a turbulent boundary layer dowus^ream
of a surface temperature jump. Near the stepwise
discontinuous surface temperature, the local Stanton
number and skin-friction coefficient can be related
by the series
)r ° 0.157 6 3 + 9.41x10
-7 6 7 + .	 (Al)
where
x 
X+ f
 U,/cf/2
o 	
dx	 (A2)
R	 w
cell
6	 St
	
(A3)
R = station where surface temperature Jump occurs
Pr = Pr:ndtl number of fluid
St - local Stanton number
c f
 = local skin friction coefficient
no = local velocity at boundary-layer edge
x - station downstream of temperature jump
vw
 = local kinematic viscosity based on surface
temperature
The first term in the series results from heat
exchange totally within the laminar sublayer and
agrees with the result corresponding to a fully
laminar boundary layer. The second and subsequent
terms introduce the effects of turbulence in the
buffer region and outer parts of the turbulent
boundary layer. lie now seek the value of dx =R - x
where the turbulent contributions are small. To do
this it is first necessary to evaluate the average
Stanton number over the entire gage, where
st 
= ox je°x (st)ax'	 (A4)
lie
	 of 6 in eq. (A3), the mean Stanton
number is
1 +
 of 2	 c 2
x
	
	
x+ dx*
x
	
st= a	 xa dx*= + f —	 (AS)
	
o	 o
when x* is small and the mean value theorem is
invoked with cf evaluated between R and x, with
Ax << Z. From eq. (Al)
dx* = Pr(0.47 6 7 + 6.50x10-6 6 6
 +.. . . )dd	 (A6)
	for Pr - 0.7. From eel. (Al) anu Pr
	 0,7
	
X+ - 0.11 6 3 + 6,S gx lo-7 6 7 +	 . .	 (W
From cgs. ,(A7) and (AS), the value of x* where the
value of St is 3.23 larger than for a laminor
boundary layer is
+ ue of/2 Ax ,t^Ax
x	 aw	 tw 	 435,6
Since r - SO, at this value of x*, or less, the
gage will_give skin-friction results within lo', for
a given St if the boundary layer is either laminar
or turbulent,
N
w
I
u
a
With eq. (A6) substituted into eq. (AS), the average
Stanton number over the gage is found directly to be
',—t ,  c 2 (0.165 6 2 + 7.68x10-7 6 6 + .	 . )	 (A7)
x-
,0
c
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